
heraldic artist
CARLOS NAVARRO



Carlos Navarro was born in Madrid, Spain, in 1973. He has dedicated 
30 years of his life to heraldic art. Navarro has designed numerous 
private and civic arms, illuminated manuscripts, medals and decora-

tions for various entities.
 

Navarro is a contributor to many Spanish Government publications 
and he has created works for the Spanish Royal family, including the 
official coat of arms for H.M. King Felipe VI. He also designed his 
arms as a Prince of Asturias and more recently, the official coat of 

arms for his daughter H.R.H. Leonor, Princess of Asturias.
 

TheThe artist is a member of the Royal Academy of Heraldry and Geneal-
ogy of Madrid, Academia Melitense, the Belgian-Spanish Academy of 
history and many other academic organizations. He is also the illus-
trator for the Royal Academy of History of Spain, Toro Herald to the 

Cronista de Armas de Castilla y León.
 

He was awarded the Spanish Royal Order of Isabella the 
Catholic and the Order of Civil Merit. 

Navarro specialize in producing the highest quality heraldic artwork. 
You can order coats of arms, badges, monograms, bookplates, designs 
for stationery or signet rings and anything else you may need. He pro-
vides line drawings or full colour paintings on paper and acrylic/oil 

paintings on canvas.

On the following pages you will find information on calculating the 
cost of my most demanded item, the fine quality library paintings of 
coats of arms. There are different options available for you, all pres-

ent the best quality at the best price.

Please see the enclosed price list to work out the potential price of your commission. 

 

ABOUT THE ARTIST
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1-Think on the shield (p. 4).
If you don't have your own coat of arms I can assist you with the

design of a new one.

* Shields with 3 or more quarters have a bit higher price.
2-Please now choose the outer elements* and take note of their numbers 

(pp. 4, 5 and 6).

33-Choose the quality of painting (close-up images on p. 7):

• INK: Black and white ink drawings. Have the same price as
'INK &COLOR' paintings.

• INK & COLOR: watercolor and gouache painting. 
Outlines and details are made with black ink artist pen.

• COLOR: The highest quality. Hand painted in watercolor and gouache, 
made with extra small 5/0 brushes.

• • COLOR A5: Smaller and although cheaper in price, paintings are
extremely detailed. Done in watercolour and gouache 

with extra fine 5/0 brushes.

4-Calculate the estimated budget using the enclosed list (p. 8).
For compositions with many elements, ask for a better deal. 
I would be happy to discuss your project or any special 

requirements you have.

*E*Examples of elements are for illustration only. You will find images of my own art-

work at the end of this document, with its prices to give you a better idea.

All images are copyrighted by Carlos Navarro ©

instructions for use 
PRICE LIST
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SHIELD

1 2

3

1- BAROQUE CARTOUCHE 

3 - CREST 4 - HELMET+
 CREST + MANTLING  

2 - CROWN
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5 - ECCLESIASTICAL 
HAT

7 - CROSS 
BEHIND SHIELD

8 - INSIGNIA
PENDENT

9 - COLLAR 10 - OTHER ELEMENTS 

6 - MOTTO
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11 - MANTLE 12 - SINGLE 
SUPPORTER

13 - SUPPORTERS 

14 - COMPARTMENT 
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COLOR

INK & COLOR

QUALITY EXAMPLES
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14-COMPARTMENT

11-MANTLE

12-SINGLE SUPPORTER

13-SUPPORTERS

6-MOTTO SCROLL

7-CROSS BEHIND SHIELD

8-INSIGNIA PENDENT FROM SHIELD

9-COLLAR

10-OTHER ELEMENTS

PLUS:

SHIELD 1 OR 2 QUARTERS
*COMPLEMENT 3 OR MORE QUARTERS
*HATCHING

PRICE LIST - €

ELEMENTS COLOR
INK

 INK & COLOR
COLOR A5

TYPE OF SHIELD:

1-ORNAMENTAL CARTOUCHE

2-CROWN

3-CREST over torse, above shield 

4-HELMET + CREST + MANTLING 

5-ECCLESIASTICAL HAT

MONOGRAM 2 letters / 3 letters

COAT OF ARMS ACRYLIC ON CANVAS

150
35 each
50

275
55 each

165 295

175-295

240

400

120-195

55

55

55

175-295

390-585

465
175

340-450

100-165

130

225

70-110

35

35

35

220-325

130

260

100

190-250

100-165

PLEASE ENQUIRE

AS PER SIZE

PLEASE ENQUIRE

ADD 10% VAT | €20 SHIPPING WORLDWIDE 
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INK DRAWINGS

Shield (€150) + Crown (€100) +
 Motto (€35) + Supporter (€130): €415

Shield (€150) + Cartouche (€165) + 
Crown (€100) + Motto (€35): €450

Shield (€150) + Helmet, Crest 
and Mantling (€225) + Motto (€35) : €410

Monogram 2 letters (€190) 
+ Crown (€100): €290

ADD 10% VAT | €20 SHIPPING WORLDWIDE
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INK & COLOR DRAWINGS

Shield (€150) +Helmet, Crest 
and Mantling (€225) : €375

Shield (€150) + Crown (€100):
 + Motto (€35): €285

Shield (€150) + Cartouche (€165) + 
Royal Crown (€165): €480

Shield (€150) + Crown (€100) + 
Cross behind Shield (€35) 
+ Collar ( €165): €450

ADD 10% VAT | €20 SHIPPING WORLDWIDE
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COLOR DRAWINGS

Shield (€275) + Helmet, Crest
 and Mantling (€400): €675

Shield (€275) + 3 extra quarters (€165) + 
Ducal Crown (€245) + Mantle (€390): €1,075

Shield (€275) + 
Supporter (€240): €515

Shield (€275) + 2 extra quarters (€110) 
+ Cartouche (€295) + Cross behind Shield (€55)

+ Hat (€120): €855

ADD 10% VAT | €20 SHIPPING WORLDWIDE
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COAT OF ARMS ON CANVAS

This sample size is 46 x 65 cm. 
with a price of €2,700 + 10% VAT.

Please ask the price of the size you want.
As an orientation, other sizes and prices can be:

38 x 46 cm : €1,600
46 x 55 cm : €2,200
50 x 61 cm : €2,700
54 x 65 cm : €3,100
60 x 73 cm : €3,70060 x 73 cm : €3,700
65 x 85 cm : €4,800

www.facebook.com/carlosnavarroheraldry
- FOLLOW ME ON FACEBOOK - 

www.carlosnavarroheraldry.com
- WEBSITE - 

carlosnavarrog@outlook.com
- EMAIL - 
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